Books-to-go Bags
by Bag Number

BTG BAG 207 Brown, Brene, *Daring Greatly*
BTG BAG 206 Benjamin, Chloe, *The Immortalists*
BTG BAG 205 Johnson, Kirk W., *The Feather Thief*
BTG BAG 204 Orange, Tommy, *There There*
BTG BAG 203 Hamid, Mohsin, *Exit West*
BTG BAG 202 Mezrich, Ben, *Woolly*
BTG BAG 201 Alderman, Naomi, *The Power*
BTG BAG 200 Greer, Andrew Sean, *Less*
BTG BAG 199 Grann, David, *Killers of the Flower Moon*
BTG BAG 198 Clemmons, Zinzi, *What We Lose*
BTG BAG 197 Jones, Tayari, *An American Marriage*
BTG BAG 196 Khong, Rachel, *Goodbye, Vitamin*
BTG BAG 195 Atwood, Margaret, *The Handmaid’s Tale*
BTG BAG 194 O’Connor, Anne Marie, *The Lady in Gold*
BTG BAG 193 Fridlund, Emily, *History of Wolves*
BTG BAG 192 Ward, Jesmyn, *Sing, Unburied, Sing: A Novel*
BTG BAG 191 Spufford, Francis, *Golden Hill: A Novel of Old New York*
BTG BAG 190 Woodson, Jacqueline, *Another Brooklyn*

Updated: 11/22/2019
BTG BAG 189 Matar, Hisham, *The Return*

BTG BAG 188 Chang, Jade, *The Wangs vs. the World*

BTG BAG 187 McGuire, Ian, *The North Water*

BTG BAG 186 Millard, Candice, *Hero of the Empire*

BTG BAG 185 Jiles, Paulette, *News of the World*

BTG BAG 184 Ishiguro, Kazuo, *The Remains of the Day*

BTG BAG 183 Sloan, Robin, *Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore*

BTG BAG 182 Hooper, Emma, *Etta and Otto and Russell and James*

BTG BAG 181 Gyasi, Yaa, *Homegoing: A Novel*

BTG BAG 180 Roach, Mary, *Grunt: The Curious Science of Humans at War*

BTG BAG 179 Smith, Dominic, *The Last Painting of Sara de Vos*

BTG BAG 178 Holt, Nathalia, *Rise of the Rocket Girls*

BTG BAG 177 Clegg, Bill, *Did You Ever Have a Family*

BTG BAG 176 Evans, Lissa, *Crooked Heart*

BTG BAG 175 Akhtiorskaya, Yelena, *Panic in a Suitcase*

BTG BAG 174 Backman, Fredrik, *A Man Called Ove*

BTG BAG 173 Beatty, Paul, *The Sellout: A Novel*

BTG BAG 172 Ferrante, Elena, *My Brilliant Friend*

BTG BAG 171 Mandel, Emily St. John, *Station Eleven: A Novel*

BTG BAG 170 Flournoy, Angela, *The Turner House: A Novel*

BTG BAG 169 Montgomery, Sy, *The Soul of an Octopus: A Surprising Exploration into the Wonder of Consciousness*


BTG BAG 167 Bates, Laura, *Shakespeare Saved My Life*

BTG BAG 166 Russo, Richard, *Nobody’s Fool: A Novel*
BTG BAG 165 Sharma, Akhil, *Family Life: A Novel*

BTG BAG 164 King, Lily, *Euphoria: A Novel*

BTG BAG 163 Kim, Suki, *Without You There Is No Us*

BTG BAG 162 Henríquez, Cristina, *The Book of Unknown Americans*

BTG BAG 161 Tobar, Hector, *Deep Down Dark*

BTG BAG 160 Robinson, Marilynne, *Lila: A Novel*

BTG BAG 159 Crummey, Michael, *Sweetland: A Novel*

BTG BAG 158 De Courcy, Anne, *The Fishing Fleet: Husband-hunting in the Raj*

BTG BAG 157 Tóibin, Colm, *Nora Webster*

BTG BAG 156: Paull, Laline, *The Bees*

BTG BAG 155: Cumming, Alan, *Not My Father’s Son: A Memoir*

BTG BAG 154: Shteyngart, Gary, *Little Failure: A Memoir*

BTG BAG 153: Brown, Daniel James, *The Boys in the Boat*

BTG BAG 152: Winters, Ben H., *The Last Policeman*

BTG BAG 151: Mengestu, Dinaw, *All Our Names*

BTG BAG 150: Harrish-Gershon, David, *What Do You Buy the Children of the Terrorist Who Tried to Kill Your Wife?*

BTG BAG 149: Zevin, Gabrielle, *The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry*

BTG BAG 148: Cline, Elizabeth L., *Overdressed: The Shockingly High Cost of Cheap Fashion*

BTG BAG 147: Hamid, Mohsin, *How to Get Filthy Rich in Rising Asia*

BTG BAG 146: Treuer, David, *Rez Life*

BTG BAG 145: Barker, Pat, *Life Class*

BTG BAG 144: Millard, Candice, *Destiny of the Republic*

BTG BAG 143: Powers, Richard, *Orfeo*

BTG BAG 142: Duhigg, Charles, *The Power of Habit*
BTG BAG 141: Kline, Christina Baker, *Orphan Train*

BTG BAG 140: McCann, Colum, *TransAtlantic*

BTG BAG 139: Blum, Deborah, *The Poisoner’s Handbook*

BTG BAG 138: Boyden, Joseph, *Three Day Road*

BTG BAG 137: Walter, Jess, *Beautiful Ruins*

BTG BAG 136: Marra, Anthony, *A Constellation of Vital Phenomena*

BTG BAG 135: Koch, Herman, *The Dinner*

BTG BAG 134: Erdrich, Louise, *The Round House*

BTG BAG 133: Tarrt, Donna, *The Little Friend*

BTG BAG 132: Northup, Solomon, *Twelve Years a Slave*

BTG BAG 131: Shapiro, B.A., *the Art Forger*

BTG BAG 130: Stedman, M.L., *the Light between Oceans*

BTG BAG 129: Walker, Karen Thompson, *the Age of Miracles*

BTG BAG 128: Cain, Susan, *Quiet: the Power of Introverts in a World that Can’t Stop Talking*


BTG BAG 126: Monninger, Joseph, *Eternal on the Water*

BTG BAG 125: Foer, Joshua *Moonwalking with Einstein*

BTG BAG 124: Barnes, Julian, *the Sense of an Ending*

BTG BAG 123: de Waal, Edmund, *The Hare with Amber Eyes*

BTG BAG 122: Harbach, Chad, *the Art of Fielding*

BTG BAG 121: Patchett, Ann, *State of Wonder*

BTG BAG 120: Schiff, Stacy, *Cleopatra*

BTG BAG 119: Zuckoff, Mitchell *Lost in Shangri-La*

BTG BAG 118: Tammet, Daniel, *Born on a Blue Day*
BTG BAG 117: Waldman, Amy, *the Submission*

BTG BAG 116: Britton, Katharine, *Her Sister’s Shadow*

BTG BAG 115: Simonson, Helen, *Major Pettigrew’s Last Stand*

BTG BAG 114: Deford, Frank, *Bliss, Remembered*

BTG BAG 113: Franklin, Tom, *Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter*

BTG BAG 112: Donoghue, Emma, *Room*

BTG BAG 110: Kamkwamba, William, *the Boy Who Harnessed The Wind*

BTG BAG 109: Wetherell, W.D., *the Wisest Man in America*

BTG BAG 108: Koop, Allen, *Stark Decency: German Prisoners of War in A New England Village*

BTG BAG 107: Dai, Sijie, *Balzac and The Little Chinese Seamstress*

BTG BAG 106: Skloot, Rebecca, *the Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks*

BTG BAG 105: McBride, James, *the Color of Water: A Black Man’s Tribute to His White Mother*

BTG BAG 104: Kalish, Mildred Armstrong, *Little Heathens: Hard Times and High Spirits on An Iowa Farm during The Great Depression*

BTG BAG 103: Ford, Jamie, *Hotel on the Corner of Bitter And Sweet*

BTG BAG 102: Horan, Nancy, *Loving Frank*

BTG BAG 101: Cleave, Chris, *Little Bee*

BTG BAG 100: Stegner, Wallace, *Crossing to Safety*

BTG BAG 99: Lee, Harper, *To Kill a Mockingbird*

BTG BAG 95: Kidder, Tracy, *Strength in What Remains*

BTG BAG 94: Benioff, David, *City of Thieves*

BTG BAG 77: Alcott, Louisa May, *Little Women*

BTG BAG 75: Mosher, Howard Frank, On *Kingdom Mountain*

BTG BAG 54: Bryson, Bill, *A Walk in the Woods: Rediscovering America on the Appalachian Trail*

BTG BAG 42: Austen, Jane, *Persuasion*

BTG BAG 7: Austen, Jane, *Pride and Prejudice*

BTG BAG 3: Cather, Willa, *My Antonia*